Abstract-In this paper, a novel weighted cross prediction (WCP) mode is proposed to replace DC mode in Intra_4x4 prediction of H.264/AVC. In the proposed scheme, the upper right part of one 4x4 block mainly employs vertical prediction while the lower left part mainly uses horizontal prediction, predicting both in vertical and horizontal directions in one block. This scheme uses simple prediction equations with fixed weighting coefficients. Experimental results show that WCP has improvement compared to H.264 and it is very competitive while comparing to other Intra_4x4 prediction algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION Joint Video Team (JVT) of ITU-T Video Coding Experts
Group (VCEG) and ISO Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG) has released the latest standard for video coding, which is known as H.264 or MPEG-4 Part 10 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) [1] [2] . The directional spatial prediction for intra coding is one of the significant contributions of H.264/AVC. In contrast with previous standards, such as H.263 [3] and MPEG-4 [4] , intra prediction in H.264 is applied in spatial domain instead of transform domain, which utilizes the correlation between adjacent blocks to remove spatial redundant information in an image.
Many efforts have been done to simplify the intra coding in H.264. Fast intra mode decision algorithms were proposed to reduce the number of modes that needed calculation according to some criterion [5] [6] . Besides, fewer efforts on the intra prediction modes innovations were raised, including altering the reference pixels [7] , exchanging the order of intra prediction [8] , and so on. Most of the algorithms can reduce the time complexity remarkably, but few can improve the coding efficiency.
Recently, distance-based weighted prediction (DWP) method and its simplified version integral DWP (iDWP) [9] were proposed to improve prediction efficiency, which are used to replace DC mode in Intra_4x4 prediction. The weighted prediction is done by coefficients which are inversely proportional to the distances between current pixel and its reference pixels. Although these methods give some improvements, they are computationally complex. This inspires us to propose a novel intra prediction mode called weighted cross prediction (WCP), which combines the vertical and horizontal predictions to replace the DC mode in Intra_4x4 prediction. The fixed weighting coefficients in our approach have a lower computation complexity with a comparable performance to DWP and iDWP.
The paper is organized as follows. We briefly introduce the intra prediction in H.264 in Section 2. In section 3, we describe our proposed method in details and analysis about the simulation results will be given in section 4. Finally, conclusions will be drawn in section 5.
II. INTRA PREDICTION IN H.264/AVC
The intra predictions in H.264/AVC are performed in a block-based manner, by referring to the neighboring samples of previously-decoded blocks which are left to and/or above the block to be predicted. Two primary types of luminance intra coding are supported: The Intra_4x4 prediction is suitable for the parts with significant details, while the Intra_16x16 is applied to the smoother areas.
Nine prediction modes are provided for every 4x4 block, named as vertical, horizontal, DC, diagonal-down-left, diagonal-down-right, vertical-right, horizontal-down, vertical-left and horizontal-up prediction. On the other hand, vertical, horizontal and DC modes, which are specified similar to the modes in Intra_4x4, with plane prdiction compose all the four prediction modes for 16x16 luma block. The encoder chooses the best prediction mode from the above 13 modes to minimize the Lagrangian cost function, which takes both distortion and bit rate into consideration [1] . 
In Intra_4x4 prediction, each block is predicted using either the DC mode or one of the eight directional modes. It is well known that these eight directional modes are used to predict the regions with unified orientations. Therefore, it is better if the remainder DC mode can be used to predict some areas where the textures have no unified orientation. However to predict such areas using DC mode is not very accurate because it uses one value to predict all pixels in the block, which can not adapt any kind of variations between the pixels. Since the Intra_4x4 DC mode cannot provide accurate prediction for some areas without unified directions, we replace DC mode with WCP mode, which is much simpler than DWP and iDWP [9] .
III. PROPOSED INTRA PREDICTION ALGORITHM
It has been shown from the statistics that the vertical and horizontal predictions are more frequently used than other modes. This is implying higher correlations between the reference samples and the pixels to be predicted in these two directions [10] . Therefore, it is possible to enhance the intra prediction accuracy by employing more such directional predictions. This inspires us to design WCP to replace DC mode in Intra_4x4 by combining vertical and horizontal predictions.
Furthermore, because only the upper and left reference samples are available, the block can be divided into three parts: the diagonal, upper right and lower left part. As the diagonal pixels have the equal distance between the upper and left reference samples so that they can be predicted by both the corresponding upper and left reference samples. However, the upper right pixels are closer to the upper reference samples while the lower left pixels are closer to the left ones. Therefore, we mainly use the upper reference samples as the major component for the upper right part prediction while using the left reference samples for the lower left part. In other words, we use the vertical prediction as the major component for the upper right part, while employing the horizontal prediction as the major component for the lower left part.
Since correlation between pixels exists in both vertical and horizontal directions; we cannot only use the vertical or horizontal prediction directly in a 4x4 block. Also, the correlations between the adjacent pixels are higher than the correlations between the reference samples and the pixels. As a result, when we predict the upper right part, we use the left predicted pixel to adjust the vertical prediction, while using the upper predicted pixel as an adjuster to the horizontal prediction for the lower left part, which is similar to [11] .
As illustrated in Figure 2 , P i,j (0<= i,j <=3) denotes the pixels to be predicted in the ith row and jth column of current 4x4 block, U j and L i denote the reference samples reconstructed from upper and left blocks respectively.
In order to make a weighted cross prediction, we assign the same coefficient 1/2 to both upper and left reference samples to predict the diagonal pixels because of their equal distances to the reference samples. On the other hand, when we predict upper right and lower down parts, a larger coefficient 3/4 is assigned to the major reference samples while a smaller coefficient 1/4 to the adjustment ones. The mathematical expression is as formula (2): (2) , 1 Furthermore, the denominators and the multiplications can be implemented by low level operations like shift operation, such that P i,j can be calculated as formula (3): (3) Since some of the predicted values are based on the other predicted values, we have to compute the predicted values in the following order. The diagonal pixels should be computed first, which are only based on U j and L i . Then, the upper right and lower left parts can be computed. The mathematical expressions of WCP are listed as formula (4)-(19). It can be seen that the longer the distance between the reference sample and the pixel is, the smaller the coefficient becomes. 
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The comparison of computational complexity between WCP, iDWP and DWP has been tabulated in Table I . To predict one pixel in iDWP requires 1 multiplication, 2 additions, 1 subtraction, and 2 shifts, which has much lower complexity than DWP [9] . As in the proposed technique the number of operation to predict one pixel is 2.75 additions and 1.75 shifts in average, which is less complex than iDWP. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed algorithm is simulated on the JM software (version 10.2 [12] ). The performance of WCP is compared with intra prediction scheme of H.264 in terms of the average and bitrate differences are based on the method described in [13] . The simulation results of Bus and Salesman sequences are listed in TABLE IV and TABLE V and their ratedistortion (RD) curves are shown in Figure 3 and Figure. 4. All the performance obtained by WCP is over H.264 with an average PSNR improvement of 0.06 dB which reaches its maximum of 0.09 dB in CIF sequences. In QCIF sequences, the average PSNR increase is 0.06 dB. It can be seen that the result of WCP is very competitive to iDWP. In mobile sequence, the WCP performance is even better than iDWP. There are improvements of WCP compared to H.264 for all tested sequences.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, WCP is proposed to replace DC mode in Intra_4x4 to solve the problem that DC mode used in the regions with no unified direction. To improve the prediction accuracy, we utilize the vertical prediction as the major approach on the upper right part, while the horizontal prediction as the major approach on the lower left part, which includes both vertical and horizontal predictions in one block. The experimental results show the improvements compared to the original H.264 with DC mode and WCP gives comparable RD performance to iDWP with lower computational complexity.
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